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POLISH’n SHINE
DESCRIPTION:
POLISH 'n SHINE is a pleasant smelling
premium product using the best materials
available in the industry to polish, clean and
protect all bright metal surfaces e.g. aluminium,
stainless steel, chrome, copper, brass, silver, gold,
nickel, etc.
Its powerful yet gentle abrasive property makes it
ideal for restoring the shine of heavily weathered
and corroded surfaces. Furthermore, it contains
high-tech multi-metal corrosion inhibitors
protecting against rust, tarnishing and corrosion.
A high quality wax in the formulation provides
exceptional shine, seals and leaves behind an
invisible wax coating which is water repellent and
protects against finger prints, contamination and
further corrosion.
UNIQUE WATER DISPERSIBLE PROPERTY
Unlike other metal polishes,
polish 'n shine is water dispersible - allowing
easy cleaning and re-use of polishing cloths.

APPLICATION:
 Apply a small amount of polish ‘n shine to a
soft cotton cloth or buffing pad.
 Gently buff the surface in a back and forth
motion.
 Buff to clean surface to a polished/ shinny
finish.
 Wipe off any excess polish ‘n shine on the
surface.
 Repeat as desired to get that perfect shine.
CAUTION:
Read and understand material safety data sheet
of this product before handling or using.
This information is provided in good faith and is
believed accurate based on a review of current
composition and information supplied by vendors.
No warranty is expressed or implied. Liability is
expressly disclaimed.

USES:
Recommended use in hotel, restaurant, office,
industry and home.
For polishing bicycles, motorcycles, cars, joss-stick
stands, candle stands, jewellery, watches, musical
instruments, metal furniture, lamps, aluminum
windows and doors, brass rails, sink, metal
signboards, etc.
WE RECOMMEND PRELIMINARY COMPATIBILTY
TESTS PRIOR TO APPLICATION TO ACHIEVE
DESIRABLE RESULTS
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